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The Waterhole is at the Australian
Museum until July 18.

Yes, he says, his books have
become increasingly message
laden. And yes, Tbe Waterhole is
utopian. But he makes no apologies
about that. "Tve got a very
optimistic and resilient outlook on
life," he says, based largely on his
experience as a father of three.

"'My children have a much better!
idea of conservation and ecology
than t did. They were words
which were unknown to me and
my peers when J was at school.
Now conservation and ecology
are an absolute focus: for kids
around the world. And that alone
gives us hope."

•

"Once the waterhole became
transportable it brought home that
water is a global resource and we
all have a duty to conserve it." he
says. But even though several of
his illustrations in the middle of
the book are bleak. "thts is not a
dark ann depressing tale of
mismanagement". Instead, he
was anxions to show "this is a
cycle that every continent goes
through, it's a case of looking
after the water We have".

This Is not a dark and
depressing tale of
mlsmeneqement,

- Graeme Sase

sketches, all the scribbles, the
ideas. Kids doing school projects
can see how a book ismade. It's a
great thing to show. child that an
idea can start off as something
scribbly and rough and over time
be refined into something you're
really proud of."
He had the idea of setting a

fable around a shrinking waterhole
while on safari inKenya and
Tanzania. At first he intended the
waterhole to be recognisably
African. But eventually he
realised that by making it a
"magical waterhole" he could not
only make the Story of global
relevance, but also aUow himself
rhe luxury of painting a much
'wider range of animals.
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